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Abstract. Searching for services often starts from the exploration of the
service space. Community generated tags can support such exploration.
Researchers attracted by the community-available “free manpower” pro-
posed more complex tagging models. Those models tag specific parts of
the Web service definition: single operations, their inputs and outputs.
However, there is no evidence whether the annotation effort is justified
by the performance improvement of retrieval (based on those annota-
tions). In this paper we apply similarity-based search to estimate the
trade-off between retrieval effort and the annotation effort. Our exper-
iments shows that exploiting similarity metrics for service ranking can
compensate missing information and thus be more realistic solution than
passing burden of tagging about more aspects on the community.

1 Introduction

Software developers are always short of time and thus need to find a relevant ser-
vice quickly. A catalog in which services are described accurately, completely and
in a concise way by some kind of metadata, may save developers’ retrieval effort
significantly. No longer developers need to read complex documentation and to
test each service candidate. However, building such a catalog requires service bro-
kers to spend their limited funds on providing metadata for each service. It is then
important for a service broker to choose such type of metadata that offers good
trade-off between retrieval effectiveness and effort, they require to be defined.

Collaborative tagging provides a good trade-off because it moves the burden of
describing service behavior to the community [1]. More complex tagging models
encourage community to provide metadata also on parts of the Web service
definition: single operations, and their input and output [2,3,4,5,6]. Adding more
aspects to service metadata allows to find a service not only based on what it
does, but also what information it consumes and what information it returns.
Adding a structure allows to distinguish between those aspects explicitly during
retrieval. The increasing complexity of the tagging models affects the design of
user interfaces for tagging as shown in Figure 1. Unlike in traditional models,
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Fig. 1. User interface mock-ups for tagging models: traditional one (unfocused, not
evaluated)—open to any aspect of a service—and 5 evaluated tagging models suggesting
aspects to describe (Behavior, Input and Output) with and without separation.

a user during tagging is encouraged to focus on selected aspects of a service.
Depending on the model she is asked to describe one or more of them in the
same or separated fields. Therefore, the user may ask whether effort spent on
annotating complex structures is justified by the performance improvement. If
not then the community may loose motivation to contribute to the catalog.
However, few works on service retrieval using (structured) tags evaluate proposed
approaches [3,5], and none estimates the trade-off between the increased tagging
complexity, and the retrieval effectiveness.

In this paper we estimate such trade-off to suggest a service broker which
tagging model to choose when building the catalog of services. Particularly, we
evaluate whether tagging only about service behavior saves retrieval effort sub-
stantially enough or it is worth to encourage the community to describe services
with other aspects? And whether these aspects should be separated by the user
during tagging? We limit our analysis to single-operation services. We estimate
retrieval effort using similarity-based search that operates on service metadata
in a uniform way across different tagging models. We estimate annotation effort
for each model based on the number of aspects it describes, number of anno-
tations and whether they are structured or not. By estimating those efforts on
the corpus of 50 real services from geographic-domain annotated by 27 users we
provide suggestions for choosing the right model. Main contributions of this pa-
per are: (1) methodology for estimating annotation effort and retrieval effort for
different tagging models; (2) sugesstions for selecting the right model depending
on the nature of underlying collection of services.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses benefits and limitations
of tagging for services; and also user incentives to provide tags. In Section 3 we
identify five tagging models from the literature. In Section 4 and 5 we introduce
measures for estimating amount of annotation effort and retrieval effort, respec-
tively. Those measures are used in Section 6 to experimentally find a trade-off
between both types of effort. Based on our evaluation we provide suggestions for
selecting a tagging model in Section 7.



2 Service Tagging Background

2.1 Benefits and Limitations of Tagging for Service Retrieval

In service retrieval the community tags play a number of roles: (i) they provide
a network of links to browse services [1], (ii) they provide metadata for ranking-
based search [4,3,5] and (iii) they facilitate quick understanding about a service,
without reading a complex documentation. Application of collaborative tagging
to services has been originally proposed by [1] as an alternative to authoritatively
defined taxonomies that are tedious to browse and understand. The advantage
of tags is they can capture aspects of a service that are important for the com-
munity but has not been encoded neither in the WSDL definitions from service
providers, nor in the authoritative classification; moreover, they use vocabulary
more relevant and intuitive to a developer [2]. Therefore, the distance between
what the developer wants and how it is described in the repository can be mini-
mized [7]. However, tags cannot be used alone for effective retrieval, but only as a
complementary mechanism to traditional classification schemes like taxonomies
and controlled vocabulary [7]. This goes along with observation of application
of tags in other domains, like book search (e.g. Amazon). The possible answer
to that problem, being of our concern in this paper, is to focus user tagging on
particular aspects of a service. [3] proposed to tag input and output of a service
separately to facilitate search based on interface matchmaking. In our previous
work [5] we proposed to annotate also behavior of services, to match services that
are functionally equivalent, but have incompatible interfaces. This approach has
provided retrieval performance competitive to solutions based on Semantic Web
Services (SWS), presumably thanks to fine-grained aspects of a service, that are
easier to express by free-form tags than in formal languages for SWS.

2.2 User Motivations for Service Tagging

Since collaborative tagging relies on voluntary participation, a service broker has
no control on which service will be annotated, how and when. Hence, important
reasons must attract a critical mass of people to annotate services. In general,
reasons to contribute in online communities differ from one community to an-
other. In the following we focus on tagging incentives for communities of two
real portals for Web service discovery and tagging. A reader interested in tag-
ging motivations in general and incentives to contribute to collaborative online
projects (like open source software or Wikipedia) is referred to works of [8,9,10].

For SeekDa.com Web service search engine the main target group consists of
professional software developers who look for web services when they are in a
hurry to finish a project and do not have time to develop their own application or
address open source solutions [11]. They usually contribute with content (com-
ments, ratings, tags, additional descriptions) during search, mainly to services
they found useful in their applications. Tags are provided only if existing ones
have been found useful for service retrieval. In this way a user organizes services
she found useful; she does not mind to share them with others.



ProgrammableWeb.com online catalog addresses needs of end-user program-
mers building mash-ups. Searching for a service is the most time-consuming part
of application development in their case. It plays also inspirational role steering
their projects in particular direction, because from existing mash-ups they can
learn what applications can be built and from what services [12]. A user can tag
only a service she submits to the community. Hence, tagging is a way to inform
the community about own contribution.

Both mentioned portals do not limit aspects on which user may tag a ser-
vice. Suggesting aspects, and particularly in clearly structured form, provides
guidance to a tagger but it also limits types of tags she may enter [13]. It is an
open question how such modification of tagging process affects users motivation
to tag services.

3 Tagging Models for Web Services

Selecting the right tagging model boils down to choosing a user interface for
tagging and deciding how annotations are stored. The interface encourages a
user to tag on suggested aspects. It also defines whether the tags on different
aspects can be entered into separate fields or into a single one. Annotations from
taggers in traditional unfocused tagging model are stored within a folksonomy
of services [1]:

Definition 1 A folksonomy F ⊆ A× T × S is a hypergraph G(F) = (V,E) with

– vertices V = A ∪ T ∪ S, where A is the set of actors (users and the system),
T — the set of tags and S—the set of services.

– hyperedges E = {(a, t, s)|(a, t, s) ∈ F} connecting an actor a who tagged a
service s with the tag t.

Here, a single hyperedge is called an annotation. A single folksonomy may cap-
ture different aspects of a service, but does not allow to distinguish between
them. To address this limitation, tags entered in different fields are put into sep-
arate folksonomies. Therefore, tagging models identified in the literature differ
in the user interface (Figure 1) and number of folksonomies to store data:

– Only the behavior aspect (B): behavior of a service is described, as orig-
inally foreseen in [1]; only a single folksonomy Fb is necessary to model it;

– Interface unstructured (IO-unstructured): only input/output are described;
only a single folksonomy Fio is necessary to model it;

– Interface structured (IO-structured): as previous, but aspects are explicitly
structured, as defined in [3]; two folksonomies Fi and Fo for input and output,
respectively, are modeled;

– All aspects without structure (B+IO-unstructured): community describes
behavior and input/output, but does not structure this information. Hence,
all aspects can be stored in a single folksonomy Fb+io.
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Fig. 2. Example folksonomies (Fi,Fo,Fb) for three service aspects in the B+IO-

structured annotation model and corresponding descriptions (tag clouds) of the Zip-

Geocoder service extracted from them (si,so,sb). A circle depicts a tagging user,
rectangle—a tagged service and rounded box—a tag used. Each black spot defines
a single annotation: which user annotated what service with what tag. A tag cloud is
a visual depiction of user-generated tags for a given service part. The bigger the tag,
the more users provided it.

– All aspects structured (B+IO-structured): as previous, but aspects are
explicitly structured to handle ambiguity between different types of tags (as
in [5]); hence, three folksonomies Fi, Fo, Fb, are used for input, output and
behavior of a service, respectively.

Figure 2 shows examples of folksonomies for B+IO-structured, the most com-
plex model. For instance, Fb is defined by the following annotations: (bob,
geographic, ZipGeocoder), (bob, geocoding, ZipGeocoder), (bob, find, Dis-

tanceCalculator), (alice, find, ATMLocator), (alice, location, ATMLocator), (al-
ice, geographic, ATMLocator), (alice, geocoding, ZipGeocoder).

Obviously, the last model offers the most complex structure and covers all
aspects of a service. The remaining models can be created by removing folk-
sonomies that capture unused aspects and/or combining folksonomies to a single
one. Such reduction always results in information loss.

4 Estimating Annotation Effort

To understand required user involvement for the given tagging model it is im-
portant to understand how much effort it requires from the community to an-
notate the whole collection of services in the catalog. The annotation process
for a single user means: (1) understanding what a service is about based on the
provided information (documentation, interaction, monitored QoS, existing ap-
plications, other’s people tags and comments), and (2) suggesting a combination



of tags describing the service. Quantifying such effort is difficult because of many
subjective aspects involved. Particularly, it varies heavily with the background
knowledge and cognitive abilities of users, their familiarity with annotation tools,
usability of such tools and of available information. This makes it difficult to cap-
ture the cost in a general way. Centralized annotation offers two measures that
allow to capture objective aspects of the annotation effort: absolute, defined as
a number of man-hours spent on a complete annotation of a whole collection
of objects [14] and relative, defined as a fraction of possible annotations to col-
lect [15]. Man-hours are not a good measure of effort of collaborative tagging,
as it is almost impossible to measure them in the open (i.e. uncontrolled) dis-
tributed environment, with ad-hoc voluntary participants. The relative measure
will not work because there is no criterion of completeness, as tags are added
continuously [16]. Therefore, we propose to estimate annotation effort for each
model based on: the number of aspects it describes, number of annotations its
instance contains and whether they are structured or not. We assume the an-
notation required more effort from the community, if more aspects have been
captured and more annotations have been provided. For simplicity, we assume
that this is the same amount of effort for a human to provide 10 annotations as
for ten people to provide a single annotation each.

5 Estimating Retrieval Effort

In ranking-based retrieval the less effective a solution is, the more results in
the ranking a searcher needs to scan to find a perfect one. In other words, she
needs to spend more retrieval effort. The normalized Discount Cumulative Gain
(nDCG) [17] curve models retrieval effectiveness and allows to estimate amount
of retrieval effort. Let us define first Gi, a gain value that the i-th returned
service obtains for being relevant. We define

DCGi =

{

G1, i = 1

DCGi−1 +Gi/log2(i+ 1), i ≥ 2
(1)

The Discount Cumulative Gain (DCG) rewards relevant answers in the top of
the ranking more than those in the bottom of the ranking. Calculated DCGi is
then normalized by the ideal possible DCGi to make the comparison between
different approaches possible. When plotting the nDCG curve, the X-axis rep-
resents a rank, and the Y-axis represents a nDCG value for a given rank. An
ideal similarity approach has a horizontal curve with a high nDCG value. Hence,
the size of the area above the actual nDCG curve tells how much more effort a
user needs to spend on retrieval with respect to scanning the ideal ranking. The
discount factor of log2(i+ 1) is relatively high, to model an impatient user who
gets bored when she cannot find a relevant answer in the top of the ranking.

Retrieval effectiveness depends on the following variables: a user query for-
mulation strategy, a ranking algorithm, an tagging model and its content. Since
we are interested in attributing estimation of retrieval effort to the last two
variables, we need to eliminate impact of the first two.



5.1 Eliminating Impact of Query Formulation Strategy

Users differs in how they formulate the same information need with query key-
words and thus the choice of a user may impact retrieval effectiveness. Similarity-
based search does not has this drawback, because a request is expressed as a ser-
vice, for which services of similar functionality have to be returned. Similarity-
based search ranks results with respect to they similarity to the request. Existing
methods in the literature operates on different metadata describing a service:
WSDL definition (e.g. [18]), keywords extracted from WSDL definitions (e.g.
[19]), or semantic annotations (e.g. [20]). In our case metadata are defined by
community annotations.

We define similarity measure for the tagging model, where all annotation as-
pects are explicitly structured (B+IO-structured). By si, so, sb we denote aspects
of the tagged service s, concerning input, output and behavior, respectively. They
can be extracted automatically from the corresponding folksonomies Fi, Fo, Fb.
For instance, Figure 2 shows descriptions extracted for the ZipGeocoder service.
By λ we denote similarity metric for the tagged descriptions from a single folk-
sonomy. Since different aspects are described in different folksonomies, we can
measure similarities for each aspect of two services s1 and s2 separately and then
combine similarities together:

γb+io−structured(s1, s2) = λ(si1, s
i
2) + λ(so1, s

o
2) + λ(sb1, s

b
2) (2)

For unstructured annotations models, operating on a single folksonomy, we re-
duce similarity measure between s1 and s2 to λ(s1, s2). For the IO-structured

tagging model, using two folksonomies, we define it as: γio−structured(s1, s2) =
λ(si1, s

i
2) + λ(so1, s

o
2).

5.2 Limiting Impact of Ranking Algorithm

We want to define the similarity measure λ for any two resources (based on
the information about them) in a single folksonomy. Depending on whether the
tagging model is structured or not, a resource can be a single service (unstruc-
tured models) or a single aspect of a service (structured models). To avoid a
bias towards a particular ranking algorithm we selected a number of similarity
measures λ proposed by Markines et al. [21] for tagged resources. We selected
two that provide relatively good accuracy, while are still simple to analyze: the
projection-aggregated overlap similarity, and the distribution-aggregated cosine
similarity. These measures differ in how they aggregate information about a re-
source from a folksonomy hypergraph, and how they compute similarity based
on the aggregated information. Projection-aggregated overlap similarity consid-
ers two resources to be similar, if they share many tags. Distribution-aggregated
cosine similarity considers not only the overlap in tags, but also how they are
distributed among users and other services. There are three variants of cosine
similarity. A term frequency (TF) variant considers two resources similar, if tags
they share have been proposed by many users. An inverse document frequency



(IDF) variant considers two resources similar, if the tags they share are un-
common in the collection. A combination of those two (TF/IDF) considers two
resources similar, if the tags they share have been proposed both: (a) for them
but not for many other resources and (b) by many users. Only the TF variant
has been evaluated in [21].

6 Experimental Evaluation

The goal of the preliminary evaluation was to check which tagging model offers
the best trade-off between the annotation effort and the retrieval effort.

6.1 Test Data

Our test data consisted of the collection of services and their annotations. For the
first part we used the Jena Geography Dataset (JGD50) [22] containing WSDL
definitions of 50 real data-centric single-operation services from the geography
domain. It is more representative for a class of domain-specific catalogs of ho-
mogeneous services (e.g. GeoNames.org) rather than for class of catalogs with a
large number of diverse services (e.g. SeekDa.com). Moreover, for a single user
the homogeneity of the collection means that she must provide more tags for a
single service to differentiate it better from other similar services. In the simplest
case, if each service was from a different functionality domain, then it would be
sufficient to tag it with only its domain name.

The data set contains also 9 service requests. We filtered those 7 of them,
for which the set of relevant services (with respect to relevance judgments) in-
cluded a large fraction of services of incompatible interfaces but still with equal
or approximate functionality. Since original service requests were expressed in
a natural language, and similarity search requires a service as a request, we re-
placed each original service request in the JGD50 with the most relevant service
offer (based on the corresponding relevance judgments). To estimate relevance
of results we used graded relevance judgments from the dataset. They fit well
for similarity-based search where even partial match in functionality, can be
somehow relevant to the user. We used the relevance setting that emphasized
functional equivalence over interface compatibility, because it models well users
that are interested in services providing similar functionality, even if they are
not interface compatible; moreover, such users are not interested in interface
compatible services that do not provide similar functionality.

At the time of the evaluation, there was no industrial corpus of structured
tags for services placed in the test collection. Note that lack of such corpus
is the most challenging obstacle in evaluation of retrieval based on collabora-
tive tagging of Web services [1,2,4,6,3], and software components in general [7].
For the B+IO-structured model we reused the WSColab4 artificial corpus, which
contains 4008 annotations for JGD50 services. It consists of both annotations

4 http://fusion.cs.uni-jena.de/professur/jgdeval/JGD50-WSColab-Services.zip
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tagging model #total #input #output #behaviour

B 1496 0 0 1496

IO-* 2512 1437 1075 0

B+IO-* 4008 1437 1075 1496
Table 1. Numbers of annotations for evaluated instances of tagging models.
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Fig. 3. Effectiveness of overlap similarity when adding more: (a) aspects to unstruc-
tured models, (b) structure to IO-based model. Averaged over all queries.

bootstrapped automatically (32%) and provided by the community (68%). The
latter were collected in the open (non-laboratory) environment through the col-
laborative tagging portal from 27 users through the collaborative tagging portal
based on WSDL documentation (see, also [23], for more details). For the re-
maining tagging models the tag corpora were created from the B+IO-structured

model as described in Section 3. Numbers of resulting annotations for creating
corpora are reported in Table 1.

6.2 Experimental Results

We compared similarity search results for the five tagging models identified in
Section 3. Each model was evaluated using both similarity metrics: the overlap,
and the cosine similarity (all variants). This resulted in 20 experimental cases. To
put evaluation results into the context we plotted a curve for a random similarity
search. The curve has been generated by averaging effectiveness over 50 random
permutations of ranking. Generating another 50 permutations has shown that
this is a sufficiently large base for stable results in this test collection. The curve is
relatively high, confirming that services in the test collections are similar to each
other and thus challenging to distinguish for taggers and a retrieval algorithm.

Firstly, we analyzed whether adding more aspects limits retrieval effort. Fig-
ure 3a shows nDCG curves for unstructured models with a different number of
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Fig. 4. Effectiveness of varying similarity metrics for: (a) the B model and (b) the
B+IO-structured model. Averaged over all queries.

aspects. It demonstrates that, for the simplest similarity metric, IO-unstructured
allows to save about 11% more retrieval effort than B, but combining those
aspects together into IO+B-unstructured does not significantly save retrieval ef-
fort with respect to IO-unstructured: much below 1% (evaluation has shown that
structured models behave in an analogous way). This is suprising because the
large fraction of services in the corpus is functionally equivalent but not neces-
sary interface compatible and adding behaviour tags should help improve effec-
tiveness. A possible reason is that behaviour tags are more redundant: adding
behaviour aspect introduces less than 14 new tags per a service (users often
describe output of data-centric services as their behaviour), while adding input
and output aspects to B introduces more than 20 new tags.

Secondly, we investigated whether adding structure limits retrieval effort.
Adding a structure allows to disambiguate between tags describing different as-
pects, but may cause errors caused by structure gap. This is because the structure
itself can be ambiguous for an annotator (we recall the example where output
tags are found among the behavior tags). Figure 3b shows nDCG curves for IO-*
models. It demonstrates that adding a structure saves only 4% of retrieval effort
for the simplest similarity metric (evaluation has shown that IO+B-* models
behave in the same way: about 4% of retrieval effort was saved). A possible
reason is that only 12% of tags describing interface between input and output
overlapped (on average for a service), which means that remaining tags provided
reasonably good disambiguation comparing to the structure.

Thirdly, we investigated whether previous observation can be generalized to
different similarity metrics. Across all tagging models, the projection overlap re-
quired more retrieval effort than any variation of the cosine similarity. This is con-
sistent with results of Markines et al. [21], though in our case the additional infor-
mation about tag distribution in the folksonomy appears to have larger impact



on the effectiveness of retrieval. For instance, Figure 4a shows nDCG curves of
varying similarity metrics for the B model. The possible interpretation of such a
large impact is that the projection overlap, in opposition to cosine similarity, does
not distinguish between minor (e.g. miles), and major features (e.g. geocoding)
and thus may incorrectly detect two services as highly similar based only on a
minor feature. Major features are presumably those which are represented by
tags on which more people have agreed. We have found also that among vari-
ants of cosine similarity there is no dominating winner. Moreover, we observed
that using cosine similarity for more complex tagging models does not have such
significant impact on retrieval effort increase. Comparing changes in retrieval ef-
fort between the B model (Figure 4a) and the IO+B-structure model (Figure 4b)
demonstrates that fact. The conclusion is that selection of the right similarity
metric can compensate lack of some aspects and structure in the tagging model.

Fourthly, having selected competitive similarity metric (TF/IDF cosine sim-
ilarity), we related retrieval effort to the number of annotations (see Table 1)
for the worst (B) and the most effective (IO-B-structured) model. Surprisingly,
even if IO-B-structured allowed to take only 6% retrieval effort less than B, it
still required significantly more annotation effort: it used about 2.7 times more
annotations and three service aspects instead of one.

7 Conclusions and Suggestions for Service Brokers

Choosing the right tagging model is important for a service broker relying on the
participation of the community. The performed experiments show that, for the
considered corpus of service, the tagging model describing only behavior offered
the best trade-off between retrieval effort and annotation effort. The amount of
retrieval effort saved by tagging on more aspects is not impressing, especially
when related to the annotation effort. Therefore, for similarity search in gen-
eral, it makes sense to add more aspects to the tagging interface incrementally,
only if existing ones do not allow to match or disambiguate services in the ser-
vice catalog. Furthermore, exploiting similarity metrics for service ranking can
compensate missing information and thus be more realistic solution than passing
burden of tagging about more aspects on the community. Finally, using structure
for retrieval did not limited retrieval effort substantially as other tags could play
similar disambiguation role. However, the structure can be still for important for
searches focused on selected aspects or for a tagger who needs clear separation
between aspects during tagging.
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